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A WARRIOR NEVER SURRENDERSâ€¦ HER HEARTAs the epic struggle to rule Brittany continues,

Ivar the Red unexpectedly finds himself in charge of the Norse army after his brother, Valdrik, is

severely wounded. Intensely loyal, Ivar is prepared to do everything to see their victory

throughâ€”except taking a Breton wife. Nevertheless, Lady Emma of Quimper fascinates him more

than any woman heâ€™s ever known. Although her highborn status protects her from bondage, Ivar

vows to claim her as his own.Lady Emma of Quimper is determined to defend her home as fiercely

as any knight, until she opens the gates to save an old friend from Viking invaders. But her trust has

been misplaced, and she finds herself at the mercy of a bloodthirsty heathenâ€”Ivar the Red. Pride

keeps Emma from fully surrendering to the conquering lord of Quimper, even when she realizes

heâ€™s not quite the devil she imagined.Ivar has always enjoyed a challenge, especially one from a

beautiful  with the heart of a warrior. Though she defies him at every turn, Ivar deals gently with

Emmaâ€”until she betrays his trust and escapes. Refusing to be made a fool, Ivar sets out to recover

his captive who is determined to return to Quimper at the head of an army. When Ivar finds her in

the clutches of death, he suddenly realizes she matters far more than his injured pride and sexual

desire. He will do anything to save her and give up everything to make her his.
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Very good book.

Ivar the Red and his Viking brothers continue their quest for Brittany, the next stop to conquer is the

Castle of Quimper, in Cornouailles, where Lady Emma is left to hold the fort. Far from being a fragile

little flower, Emma is nevertheless a woman, which puts her in grave peril when the enemy appears

at the door of the castle. The uncouth Viking warriors however surprise her by being more civilised

than she expected, even though she will never submit to one, although Ivar seems less repulsive

than the man to whom her father has betrothed her, and who will surely come to save her. Ivar a

warrior to his marrow lives in the present, has never thought of settling down, but Fate might have

decided for himÃ¢Â€Â¦IVAR THE RED is Victoria VaneÃ¢Â€Â™s second instalment in her brilliant

(The Wolves Of Brittany #2) series in Kindle Worlds, and there is even more action in this book than

in the first one! ItÃ¢Â€Â™s amazing how much Ms. Vane can pack in a novella; there is more

substance in IVAR THE RED than in most full novels! While it is book 2, it can easily be read as a

standalone; there is the continuing story arc of the conquest of Brittany, but IVAR THE RED focuses

mostly on, well, Ivar! Neither Emma and Ivar has ever thought of marriage, and yet in adversity they

get to know each other better and acknowledge that they have misjudged each other, and both are

also surprised at the attraction, especially Emma. I love that Emma is a tall girl, itÃ¢Â€Â™s nice for a

change; she is so brave and strong, but they do make an unusual couple!Ms. Vane has obviously

done a considerable amount of research, which pays off in spades, as Medieval France comes alive

before our very eyes. The authenticity is in those little details that do no escape a vigilant eye, and

which contribute so much to defining time and space, and in IVAR THE RED, itÃ¢Â€Â™s all there,

from the grandiose description of the Castle of Quimper down to clothing and tableware. Ivar has

such a wonderful backstory; I would have read pages more!In IVAR THE RED, you have fierce

battles, treachery, politics, romance, and plenty of fast-paced action with a lot of unexpected twists

and turns. Naturally, Victoria VaneÃ¢Â€Â™s gorgeous writing flows flawlessly and the storytelling is

seamless. Another great story by the incomparable Victoria Vane!I received a complimentary copy

of this book in exchange for an honest review.

First and foremost, you must read book one in this series. It's truly necessary in order to understand

the dynamic between the brothers, their backstory and developments that follow.Ms. Vane



continues her Wolves of Brittany series with a story of Ivar the Red, half brother of the hero in the

previous book and Lady Emma, a woman of strength and power, and as stubborn as our

hero.When these two come to blows, everyone needs to run for cover! If you thought book one was

great in bringing you closer to the time long past, buckle up. You're in for a ride of your life as we

follow these two to their happily ever after.If you're a fan of the Vikings on History Channel or The

Last Kingdom on BBC America, you'll love this story. It develops just like a movie! I highly

recommend it!Melanie for b2b

World of de Wolfe Pack: Ivar The Red (Kindle Worlds Novella) (The Wolves of Brittany Book 2) by

Victoria Vane is another awesome read! What a magnificent Medevial Viking Romance! Can be

read as a stand alone.I absolutely loved Ivar, the Red and Lady Emma of Quimper, and the battle of

will, passion and wits that follows. Ivar's brother, Valdrik, continues in his struggle to rule Brittany.

Ivar, is placed in command of his brother's, Valdrik's, Norse army, when Valdrik is severely

wounded in the attempt to secure Quimper. Lady Emma is determined to save her beloved Quimper

at all costs, even opening her gates to the enemy. Then she realizes she has been betrayed and his

intrigued by the fierce Ivar, the Red.Well written, fast paced, novella, that will have readers turning

pages.Well-developed, engaging and captivating characters. The storyline is full of danger, secrets,

passion and finding true love. But Ivar, and Emma have more to fear, than each other, in a fight to

gain control of Brittany, for the Norse Army. There is more involved, than anyone realized.Will Ivar

and Emma find their HEA, find love, and fight against an unknown enemy or lose all?Ms. Vane has

once again shown her knowledge in her research, of Vikings, the Norse Army, with her rich

Historical details. A mesmerizing storyteller! Ivar, the Red is a captivating and intriguing Viking

Romance. Another awesome read in the fabulous "Wolves of Brittany"! Highly recommended for

fans of Kathryn Le VequeÃ¢Â€Â™s Kindle Worlds, Vikings, Norse strength, the "World of de Wolfe

Pack", romance, historical romance, intrigue, adventure and the epic struggle for Brittany. A must

read, for sure! Another awesome read from Victoria Vane! I can hardly wait for the next installment

in this intriguing struggle, "The Wolves of Brittany".Received for an honest review. However, all

opinions, insights and thoughts are my own personal opinions.Rating: 4.5Heat rating: MildReviewed

by: AprilR
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